tilburg university cantus
frequently asked questions

What do I wear?
Your association’s (or sorority’s or fraternity’s) outfits, obviously!
O dear, how do I sing the Wilhelmus (the Dutch national anthem)?
You just have to practice it!
I want to bring deadly objects/my own drinks/a (beautiful) plastic bottle/my own
delicious food. Is that allowed?
No. If you are the owner of (alcoholic) beverages, food, glassware, plastic bottles or
cans, drugs, fireworks, weapons and other dangerous items, please leave these
objects at home. The security will seize these objects. Furthermore, bringing bags,
(backpacks, sportbags, shoulderbags, etc.) is also prohibited. Small bags (handbag
size) are allowed, but will be inspected by the security team.
Help! I am allergic to gluten, what can I do?
If you have a gluten allergy, please inform the organisation of the TUC timely so the
situation can be taken in consultation.
Will there be ponchos available?
Yes! Ofcourse we hope to not have to use them, but in case of bad weather, in no time
everyone will look increadibly fresh (and dry). So leave your umbrellas behind!
Will there be water as well?
Yes, there will be sufficient drinking water.
My student card is lost, can I still participate?
Yes, in case you don’t (or no longer) have possesion of your student card for some
reason, you can still participate in the cantus by showing either a legitimate ID in
combination with a letter of DUO (maximum of 6 months old) or proof of enrollment
(Avans, Fontys, UvT) of the college year 2021-2022 or 2022-2023.
Where will the TUC take place?
The TUC 2021 will take place at ‘Koningsplein’!
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At what time does the cantus start? Where should I report?
The cantus itself starts at 19:30. Because approx. 2600 students will participate and
all have to go through the ticket scan and security, we ask you to report earlier. At
what time specifically will be indicated in the letter that you will receive along with
your access bands. At which entrance you will have to enter will also be indicated in
the same letter.So called “unaccompanied participants” (participants that do not
enter along with their table) and tables that report past their timeslot, will not be
accepted into the cantus. Note that you will have to enter the cantus terrain with your
whole table alltogether!
At what time does the TUC end?
At 22:30 precisely.
I have late lectures/tutorials/work/other obligations, can I come in later?
If you cannot enter the TUC on time because of some late obligation, you can send an
e-mail to tucsecretaris@gmail.com and you will be assigned to our latecomers list.
Watch out! Latecomers have half an hour to enter the terrain between 20:00 and
20:30, other times are unfortunately not possible.
When will I/we receive VIP-tickets?
The VIP access cards will be send digitally a couple of weeks prior to the event.
However, If your enrollment via the site is succesfully completed you will already be
noted as VIP on our access list. Do not forget to print your VIP-tickets to assure
yourself of a fast(er) walk trough!
Is it allowed to plant stickers of associations/events during the TUC on pitchers,
cups and benches/tables?
No. These sticker will damage materials and make these unusable what in its turn
will bring redundant costs along. In the case this still occurs our organisation will
charge all of the costs to the concerned associaton.

May I get removed from the TUC, is it then OK to try to get back to the cantus terrain?
By, for example, climbing over the fence?
No. After removal from the terrain you will be friendly requested by security to leave
the ‘Koningsplein’. May you not cooperate, the potential consequences will be all
yours and the TUC will not and cannot be held responsible.

